Hey! Consultant (or also "bear of explanation")!
"Digital Transformation" is not a movie for you? You are the number 1 when it comes to sales and
marketing? You speak "Cybersecurity" and you can explain it to customers with confidence?
Then why don't we have your CV on the table already?!
e2 Security? What? Who?
We are a team of talented and passionate IT professionals (colloquially known as "nerds") with
extensive experience in the Cybersecurity world as well as Digital Transformation. We excel at
combining business needs and security. Our team develops products and delivers services that help
our customers stay ahead of the curve. We want you to help us bring our services to our customers!
Your features should include the following:
Well... if we have to tell you here again what a consultant does and does everything, then you are
definitely not for us 😉😉 .
Your system requirements:
We don't have many basic requirements that you have to fulfill. Whether high class university or
alternative education, the main thing is that you have it! We want to see results, not great diplomas.
Our clients expect you to travel to them and be fluent in German and English. Nerd language we
teach you if necessary.
We can offer you something ... even a lot:
We at e2 Security are characterized by our lean management structure with a really good team
spirit. The appreciation of our employees is especially important to us - above all, we want to give our
employees the opportunity to contribute their own ideas and implement common goals. Therefore,
our positive working atmosphere also includes heart and humor.
We also offer you:








Flexible working hours and location-independent working with all the tekkie stuff you need
for that.
Design offices in the heart of Bonn
Free private health insurance
A diverse, informal and relaxed corporate culture
Regular team events with all the trimmings, like BBQ, live hacking simulation, beertasting
You need training? You get training!
High personal esteem and a lot of individual freedom, so that you can leave your mark on us.

PS: Male, female, Divers, Apache - combat helicopter... however you define yourself, you are
important to us as a person, nothing else.
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